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            Unveiling the Jewish Heritage Through Exceptional Journeys

Travel enthusiasts often seek experiences that entertain, educate, and deepen their understanding of a particular heritage in a world teeming with diverse cultures and histories. Kesher Kosher Tours stands as a beacon of excellence for those interested in exploring the rich tapestry of Jewish history, culture, and tradition. With a commitment to providing immersive and enlightening journeys, we offer many opportunities to embark on unforgettable Jewish adventures.

The Essence of Heritage Travel

Heritage travel is a unique form of tourism that enables individuals to connect with their roots, explore their ancestry, and immerse themselves in the customs and traditions of a particular cultural group. For Jews around the world, heritage travel holds profound significance. It allows them to reconnect with their history, delve into the stories of their ancestors, and gain a deeper appreciation for their culture and religion.

Heritage travel is not only about visiting ancestral homelands or significant historical sites. It is also about engaging with local communities and forging connections with fellow travelers who share similar backgrounds and interests. Kesher Kosher Tours recognizes the importance of heritage travel, and this recognition forms the cornerstone of our approach to organizing Jewish tours.

[image: Jewish tours]Kesher Kosher Tours travelers in Lake Manyara National Park, Tanzania


A Glimpse into Excellence

Kesher Kosher Tours is a leading group tour agency that specializes in crafting unforgettable Jewish journeys. The name “Kesher Kosher” itself carries profound meaning, as “kesher” means “connection.” The agency’s mission is to give Jewish travelers an extraordinary experience combining nature trips, landscapes, cities, and towns worldwide with Jewish history and heritage. In addition, during the tours, we make sure to observe Shabbat, we pray, and eat kosher meals. The experience of Jewish tours helps to connect Jewish travelers with their heritage, with each other, and with the diverse Jewish communities around the world. We offer an array of tours designed to cater to the diverse interests of Jewish travelers.

Europe: A Cultural Tapestry

Europe has a rich and complex Jewish history, with communities that have thrived and faced challenges for centuries. Kesher Kosher Tours offers a range of tours that delve into the cultural tapestry of Jewish Europe. Travelers can explore the historic Jewish quarters and ghettos, visit concentration camps that bear witness to the Holocaust’s atrocities, and discover the resilience of Jewish communities that have endured through the ages. Usually, in sites where Jews were murdered or deported, we jointly hold a modest memorial ceremony in memory of the Jewish victims.

[image: Jewish tours]Synagogue in St. Petersburg, Russia


Jewish travel also explores synagogues, old and new, and through these visits, travelers strengthen their connection with each other, their past, and local communities.

Jewish Tours to Africa

Africa’s contribution to the tapestry of Jewish history and culture is a lesser-known but equally significant chapter. Kesher Kosher Tours offers an array of journeys that delve into Africa’s rich and diverse Jewish communities. Jewish tours in Africa help travelers discover the hidden treasures of this continent.

The Jewish presence in Africa has a history that stretches back for centuries. African Jewish communities can be found across the continent, with some dating back to ancient times. The African Jewish diaspora encompasses diverse traditions, customs, and histories shaped by their unique interactions with African cultures.

In order to preserve the memory of African Jewish history and heritage, it is essential to acknowledge and celebrate the African Jewish diaspora. Jewish tours offer travelers the opportunity to explore these communities, gain insights into their histories, and witness the vibrant tapestry of African-Jewish life.

[image: Jewish tours]Handmade Menorah by a Moroccan artisan, Marrakesh market, Morocco


Kesher Kosher Tours’ commitment to preserving and promoting Jewish heritage extends to Africa, where Jewish communities have thrived for centuries. Through meticulously planned itineraries, expert guides, and cultural immersion experiences, we invite travelers to embark on a journey of discovery, cultural exploration, and connection with African-Jewish heritage.

Connecting with Jewish Heritage in Asia

Asia, with its complex tapestry of cultures and histories, has been home to vibrant Jewish communities for centuries. Jewish tours in Asia delve into the rich and often lesser-known history of Jewish communities of Asia, including the historical impact of World War Two.

The Jewish presence in Asia is a testament to the global nature of the Jewish diaspora. Throughout history, Jews have settled in various parts of Asia, adapting to local cultures while preserving their religious and cultural traditions.

Exploring India: Bene Israel and Baghdadi Jews

India has a long history of Jewish settlement, with two notable Jewish communities – the Bene Israel and Baghdadi Jews. Jewish tour to India offers travelers a chance to explore the vibrant Jewish heritage of India, where they can visit historic synagogues, explore the ancient Jewish quarters of Mumbai, and engage with local Jewish communities.

The Bene Israel, believed to have arrived in India over 2,000 years ago, has a unique and fascinating history. Travelers can immerse themselves in this community’s culture and traditions, attend synagogue services, and learn about their customs.

The Baghdadi Jewish community, which originated from the Middle East, played a significant role in the trade and commerce of colonial India. Travelers can visit the historic Magen David Synagogue in Kolkata, a testament to the Baghdadi Jewish legacy in India.

Shanghai: A Refuge During World War Two

One of the most poignant chapters in Asian Jewish history is the role played by Shanghai as a safe haven for Jewish refugees during World War Two. As Europe was engulfed in the horrors of the Holocaust, Shanghai, an open port city in China, provided refuge to thousands of Jewish refugees who fled persecution. Travelers can visit the former Jewish ghetto area in Hongkou and the Ohel Moshe Synagogue, which served as a spiritual center for the Jewish community in Shanghai.

The story of Shanghai as a sanctuary for Jewish refugees is a testament to human resilience and solidarity during one of the darkest periods in history. Jewish travelers ensure this remarkable history is preserved and remembered through their tours.

[image: Jewish tours]Kesher Kosher Tours travelers celebrating Passover in China


 

Exploring Jewish Heritage in the Americas

Jewish tours in the Americas offer a unique opportunity to delve into the rich history, culture, and contributions of Jewish communities across the continent.

The Impact of World War Two

World War Two had a profound impact on Jewish communities in both North and South America. In the United States and Canada, the war led to increased awareness of the Holocaust’s horrors and prompted efforts to aid Jewish refugees and Holocaust survivors.

In South America, particularly in Argentina, Brazil, and other countries, the war resulted in an influx of Jewish refugees seeking safety from the Nazi regime. The history of World War Two and the Holocaust is a significant part of Jewish tours in the Americas, as it helps travelers understand the resilience, strength, and contributions of Jewish communities in the face of adversity.

Expert Guides and Educational Experiences

Kesher Kosher Tours prides itself on providing knowledgeable and passionate guides who are well-versed in Jewish history, culture, and tradition. These guides enhance the travel experience by offering insightful commentary and providing in-depth context to the places and sites visited.

Our guides provide invaluable insights into the communities, traditions, and histories of the regions visited. Through their experience, travelers gain a comprehensive understanding of the Jewish heritage and history.

These tours go beyond simply showcasing the historical aspects of Jewish life. They also highlight Jewish communities’ contemporary challenges and successes, shedding light on the dynamic nature of the Jewish diaspora.

The Impact of Jewish Tours

The impact of Jewish tours extends beyond the individual traveler. These tours contribute to the preservation and promotion of Jewish heritage and culture in several ways:

Cultural Preservation

By visiting local Jewish communities and heritage sites, travelers actively contribute to the preservation of Jewish culture and history. Travelers’ visits to synagogues, museums, and historic neighborhoods help maintain these vital cultural landmarks for future generations.

Cultural Exchange

Jewish tours foster cultural exchange between Jewish travelers and the communities they visit. These interactions promote mutual understanding, break down stereotypes, and create lasting connections that transcend geographical boundaries.

Educational Opportunities

The educational experiences enrich travelers’ knowledge of Jewish history, culture, and religion. This newfound understanding can lead to increased tolerance and appreciation for diversity, both within the Jewish community and beyond.

In a world where heritage travel holds immense significance, Kesher Kosher Tours stands out as a beacon of excellence for Jewish travelers. Through meticulously crafted itineraries, expert guides, cultural immersion experiences, and a commitment to connecting with local communities, Kesher Kosher Tours allows travelers to embark on a journey of self-discovery, cultural exploration, and connection with Jewish heritage.

Whether tracing the footsteps of ancestors, exploring the rich tapestry of Jewish Europe, or engaging with local communities, Kesher Kosher Tours offers an array of unforgettable experiences that deepen travelers’ understanding of their heritage and create lasting memories.

With a dedication to responsible tourism and a profound respect for the cultures and communities visited, travelers enrich their lives and contribute to keeping Jewish heritage alive worldwide. Through its exceptional journeys, travelers contribute to ensure that the essence of Jewish culture and tradition continues to thrive and inspire generations to come.

[image: Jewish tours]Kesher Kosher Tours travelers preforming a modest ceremony in memory of the Holocaust victims, Romania
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            Exploring the Diversity and Beauty of South Africa

South Africa, often called the “Rainbow Nation,” is a country of incredible diversity, stunning landscapes, and a rich cultural tapestry. Located at the southern tip of the African continent, it offers tourists an enchanting mix of experiences. From its vibrant cities to its breathtaking natural wonders, South Africa is a destination that caters to a wide range of interests and passions. South Africa is remarkable, from its wildlife and national parks to its vibrant cities and rich cultures.

[image: Kosher Tour To South Africa]

South Africa’s Rich and Complex History

To truly appreciate South Africa and its multifaceted identity, we must first get familiar with its rich and complex history. The narrative of South Africa is one of triumph, struggle, and transformation, shaped by indigenous cultures, European colonialism, apartheid, and the fight for freedom. This historical backdrop adds depth and context to the nation’s diverse landscapes, cultures, and contemporary society.

Indigenous Peoples and Early Settlements

South Africa’s history dates back thousands of years, with evidence of human habitation stretching to the Stone Age. The Khoikhoi and San, known as the Bushmen, were among the first indigenous groups to inhabit the region, leading a nomadic lifestyle and leaving behind remarkable rock art.

The Bantu migration, which began around 2000 years ago, brought various ethnic groups, including the Zulu, Xhosa, and Sotho, to the region. They introduced agriculture and ironworking and established organized societies.

[image: Kosher Tour To South Africa]

Colonialism and European Arrival

The 15th century marks the arrival of European explorers along South Africa’s shores. Portuguese explorers, including Bartolomeo Dias, navigated the southern tip of Africa in the late 15th century. However, the Dutch established the first European settlement in 1652 at the Cape of Good Hope, led by Jan van Riebeeck.

Over time, the Dutch East India Company’s Cape Colony attracted settlers from Europe, Asia, and other African regions, resulting in a diverse population. The colony also saw conflicts with indigenous groups over land and resources.

British Colonial Rule and the Great Trek

In the early 19th century, British forces seized the Cape Colony from the Dutch during the Napoleonic Wars. British rule brought significant changes, including the abolition of slavery in 1833. This period also witnessed the “Great Trek,” during which thousands of Dutch-speaking settlers, known as Afrikaners or Boers, migrated inland to escape British authority.

The Formation of Union and Apartheid

In 1910, the Union of South Africa was established, consolidating four British colonies and two Boer republics. This union laid the foundation for institutionalized racial segregation and discrimination, which eventually culminated in the notorious apartheid system introduced in 1948.

Under apartheid, South Africa’s non-white population was subjected to a brutal system of racial segregation, disenfranchisement, and oppression. Resistance to apartheid led to significant protests, including the Sharpeville Massacre in 1960 and the Soweto Uprising in 1976. International pressure and internal strife ultimately forced the apartheid government to begin negotiations for change in the late 1980s.

The End of Apartheid and Nelson Mandela’s Legacy

One of the most pivotal moments in South Africa’s history was the release of Nelson Mandela from prison in 1990. Mandela, a symbol of resistance against apartheid, played a crucial role in the country’s transition to democracy. In 1994, South Africa held its first multiracial democratic elections, with Mandela becoming the nation’s first black president.

Mandela’s presidency focused on reconciliation, forgiveness, and nation-building. His leadership helped South Africa heal its deep racial wounds and move toward a more inclusive society.

Post-Apartheid Challenges and Progress

Since the end of apartheid, South Africa has faced numerous challenges, including addressing economic inequality, land reform, and social issues. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission, chaired by Archbishop Desmond Tutu, played a vital role in acknowledging past atrocities and facilitating the healing process.

South Africa has significantly improved civil rights and expanded access to education and healthcare. However, challenges remain, including high levels of unemployment and poverty, as well as ongoing debates about land reform and affirmative action policies.

Cultural Heritage and Heritage Sites

South Africa’s history is not confined to textbooks; it’s a living heritage that can be experienced through its museums, cultural sites, and festivals. Robben Island, where Nelson Mandela was imprisoned, is now a UNESCO World Heritage Site and museum. Other sites, such as the Cradle of Humankind, offer insights into human evolution and paleontological discoveries.

The nation’s diverse cultures and traditions are celebrated in vibrant festivals and events, such as the Durban International Film Festival, the Cape Town Jazz Festival, and the colorful Cape Town Carnival.

South Africa’s history is a tapestry of resilience, transformation, and reconciliation. It reflects the struggles and triumphs of its people and serves as a testament to the power of unity and the human spirit. Understanding this history adds depth to your South African journey, allowing you to appreciate the beauty and diversity of the nation more profoundly. As you explore its landscapes and engage with its cultures, you will witness the enduring legacy of a nation that has overcome adversity to embrace a brighter future.

Natural Wonders, Cities, and Sits Highlights

Here are some of the sites, cities, and natural wonders we will visit with Kesher Kosher tour to South Africa:

Kruger National Park: A Wildlife Wonderland

Kruger National Park, located in northeastern South Africa, is an iconic wildlife sanctuary that spans over two million hectares of untamed wilderness. Home to the “Big Five” (lion, elephant, buffalo, leopard, and rhinoceros), as well as a multitude of other animal and bird species, it offers an unrivaled safari experience. We will embark on a thrilling drive in open safari vehicles and enjoy a captivating world of African wildlife. With its diverse ecosystems, breathtaking landscapes, and rich biodiversity, Kruger National Park remains a natural wonder and a testament to South Africa’s commitment to conservation.

[image: Kosher Tour To South Africa]

Table Mountain: Cape Town’s Iconic Landmark

Table Mountain, overlooking Cape Town, is an iconic flat-topped mountain that graces postcards worldwide. We will visit its top and enjoy panoramic views of the city, the Atlantic Ocean, and the Cape Peninsula.

[image: Kosher Tour To South Africa]

Blyde River Canyon: Nature’s Majesty Unveiled

In South Africa’s Mpumalanga province, Blyde River Canyon is a breathtaking natural wonder. This lush, green canyon ranks among the world’s largest and is adorned with remarkable viewpoints along the Panorama Route. We will witness its sheer cliffs, dramatic rock formations, and lush foliage and experience a profound connection with nature’s grandeur.

Lone Creek Falls & Mac Mac Falls: Twin Cascading Marvels

Located in South Africa’s Mpumalanga province, Lone Creek Falls and Mac Mac Falls are twin treasures along the picturesque Panorama Route. Lone Creek Falls, a 68-meter cascade, captivates with its serene beauty and lush forest surroundings.

Nearby, Mac Mac Falls plunges dramatically, creating an exhilarating spectacle. The name traces back to the gold rush era when Scottish miners “Mac” and “Mac” discovered gold here.

These falls exemplify the region’s natural splendor, immersing you in the tranquility and history of Mpumalanga’s stunning landscape.

Cape Peninsula: Nature’s Masterpiece

The Cape Peninsula, a slender finger of land in South Africa, is a treasure trove of natural beauty. Its defining feature is the iconic Table Mountain overlooking Cape Town. The region offers diverse experiences, from exploring the lush Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens to witnessing the colony of African penguins at Boulders Beach.

Driving along Chapman’s Peak Drive, one encounters breathtaking coastal vistas while Cape Point lighthouse beckons at the southernmost tip. Hikers can tackle the trails of the Cape of Good Hope Nature Reserve. The Cape Peninsula is a captivating blend of stunning landscapes, rich history, and vibrant marine life, making it a must-visit destination.

[image: Kosher Tour To South Africa]

With the Kesher Kosher tour to South Africa, we will travel through Clifton and Camps Bay to the fishing village of Hout Bay, from which we will take a short boat trip, pending on the weather, to Seal Island to view the Seals in their natural environment.

We will reach the Cape of Good Hope nature reserve through Chapman’s Peak. This is where we can view the famous Cape Point and Cape of Good Hope.

Victoria Falls: Africa’s Majestic Wonder

Victoria Falls, one of the world’s most awe-inspiring natural wonders, straddles the border between Zimbabwe and Zambia. Known as “Mosi-oa-Tunya” or “The Smoke That Thunders” in indigenous Tonga, this colossal waterfall plunges dramatically into the Zambezi River, creating a misty spectacle visible from miles away.

[image: Kosher Tour To South Africa]

Zambezi River: Africa’s Lifeline and Adventure Playground

The Zambezi River, coursing through six countries in southern Africa, is a life-giving force and a playground for adventure seekers. Originating in Zambia, it carves its way through breathtaking gorges, culminating in the majestic Victoria Falls. The river sustains diverse ecosystems, supporting abundant wildlife along its banks.

Cape Town: Where Nature Meets Urban Splendor

Cape Town, nestled between the magnificent Table Mountain and the azure waters of the Atlantic Ocean, is a city of unparalleled beauty. Its diverse landscapes range from pristine beaches along the Cape Peninsula to lush vineyards in the Winelands.

Cape Town’s rich history is evident in its multicultural neighborhoods like Bo-Kaap, and its vibrant arts scene is celebrated at events like the Cape Town International Jazz Festival. This city is a captivating fusion of natural wonders, cultural richness, and urban vibrancy.

Johannesburg: The City of Gold

Johannesburg, often called Joburg or Jozi, is South Africa’s largest city and an economic powerhouse. It rose from humble beginnings as a gold-mining town to become a dynamic, cosmopolitan metropolis. The city is a hub of commerce, culture, and innovation, with a thriving arts scene, diverse neighborhoods, and a rich history.

South Africa’s allure lies in its remarkable diversity, ranging from its landscapes and wildlife to its cultures and cuisines. With Kesher Kosher’s tour to South Africa, we offer you to embark on an unforgettable journey through this captivating country.

[image: Kosher Tour To South Africa]
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            Exploring the World: Jewish Senior Travel Adventures

Travel is a universal passion that transcends age and background. For Jewish seniors, travel becomes an opportunity to explore the world’s wonders and reconnect with their heritage and spirituality. Jewish senior travel is a unique and enriching experience that combines cultural exploration, historical significance, and a sense of community.

[image: Jewish Senior Travel]

The Significance of Jewish Senior Travel

Jewish senior travel enables older adults to connect with their roots, deepen their spirituality, and create lasting memories.

Connecting with Heritage

Jewish seniors often feel a strong connection to their cultural and religious heritage. Traveling to destinations with historical and cultural significance, such as Morocco, Italy, Portugal, or Spain, provides a unique opportunity to connect with their roots and gain a deeper understanding of their identity.

Spiritual Enrichment

Visiting places of historic religious significance, such as old ghettos and Jewish quarters, or synagogues, historic or contemporary, can be a profoundly spiritual experience. Jewish senior travel allows older adults to find interest and inspiration in these sacred locations.

Building Community

Traveling with like-minded individuals who share a common cultural background can foster a sense of community and belonging. We at Kesher Kosher Tours offer group tours, which create opportunities for social interaction and the formation of new friendships.

Traveling with an organized group

Traveling with an organized group is a popular choice among seniors, and it perfectly complements the experiences we offer for Jewish senior travelers. Organized group travel provides a host of benefits that cater specifically to the needs and preferences of older adults.

Safety and Security

Safety is a top concern for seniors, and organized group travel provides a sense of security. Travel agencies like Kesher Kosher Tours carefully plan and arrange every aspect of the journey, from accommodations to transportation, ensuring seniors can explore the world without worrying about logistics.

Expert Guidance

Group tours are led by our experienced guides who are knowledgeable about the destination’s history, culture, and local customs. This expertise adds depth to the travel experience, allowing seniors to understand better the places they visit.

Social Interaction

Loneliness and isolation can be common challenges for seniors, but group travel fosters social interaction. Traveling with like-minded individuals who share a common interest in exploring the world and maintaining their faith creates opportunities for forming new friendships and building a sense of community.

[image: Jewish Senior Travel]

Structured Itineraries

Organized group tours come with carefully planned itineraries that strike a balance between cultural exploration and leisure. Seniors can enjoy a diverse range of activities while also having free time to relax and recharge.

Shared Experiences

Group travel allows seniors to share their experiences with others who appreciate the journey’s significance and background. This shared sense of purpose and adventure enhances the travel experience and often leads to the formation of lasting bonds.

Reduced Stress

Seniors, like younger adults, can leave the stress of trip planning, reservations, and navigating unfamiliar destinations to the tour organizers. This peace of mind allows them to focus on enjoying their journey to the fullest.

Educational Opportunities

Group tours often include educational components, such as lectures, workshops, and cultural presentations. These opportunities for lifelong learning can be particularly appealing to seniors looking to broaden their horizons.

Cost-Effective

Group travel can be cost-effective as expenses like transportation, accommodations, and meals are often bundled together, providing value for money.

Traveling with an organized group is an ideal way for seniors to explore the world while enjoying the safety, companionship, and convenience that such tours offer. When combined with the specialized experiences provided by Kesher Kosher Tours for Jewish travelers, organized group travel becomes a holistic and enriching journey that allows seniors to connect with their heritage, embrace their faith, and build lasting memories in the company of like-minded individuals. It’s an opportunity for older adults to embark on a new chapter of their lives, filled with adventure, exploration, and meaningful connections.

Benefits of Senior Travel

Jewish senior travel offers a multitude of benefits that extend beyond the joy of exploration. These benefits encompass physical, mental, and emotional well-being, making it a holistic experience for older adults.

Cognitive Stimulation

Traveling involves learning about new cultures, history, and languages. This cognitive stimulation can help seniors keep their minds sharp and active, potentially reducing the risk of cognitive decline.

Physical Activity

Exploring new destinations involves walking, hiking, and physical activity. These activities contribute to improved physical health and mobility among seniors.

Social Interaction

Traveling in groups fosters social interaction, reducing feelings of loneliness and isolation some seniors may experience. Forming new friendships and sharing experiences with fellow travelers can enhance emotional well-being.

[image: Jewish Senior Travel]

Sense of Purpose

Planning and participating in travel adventures provide seniors with a sense of purpose and excitement. It gives them something to look forward to and helps combat feelings of boredom and stagnation.

Lifelong Learning

Jewish senior travel encourages continuous learning, whether it’s about history, culture, or religion. This thirst for knowledge contributes to personal growth and self-fulfillment.

Strengthening of Identity

Visiting Jewish heritage sites and engaging with local Jewish communities can strengthen a sense of identity and connection to Jewish history and heritage.

Memories and Legacy

Traveling allows travelers to create lasting memories and experiences that can be cherished and shared with future generations, leaving behind a rich legacy.

Jewish senior travel is a remarkable journey that offers many benefits, from connecting with heritage to fostering physical and mental well-being. It is a testament to the enduring spirit of exploration and curiosity that transcends age and continues to enrich the lives of older adults. As Jewish seniors embark on these meaningful journeys, they deepen their connection to their heritage and create lasting memories, strengthen their sense of identity, and find a sense of community that transcends borders and generations.

Jewish History and Heritage on Tours

Europe

Europe is home to a rich Jewish heritage, and many seniors embark on journeys to European countries to explore their Jewish roots. Holocaust memorials, synagogues, and Jewish museums offer a glimpse into the past while celebrating resilience and survival.

Jewish Heritage on Tours

Our specialized tours take seniors on a journey through centuries of Jewish history. These tours often include visits to Jewish museums, synagogues, and cemeteries, as well as interactions with local Jewish communities.

Cultural Exploration

Jewish seniors also enjoy exploring destinations with rich cultural traditions, such as Morocco, Italy, or India. These trips allow for a broader cultural experience while still incorporating visits to Jewish sites.

Keeping Kosher and Jewish Way of Life on the Road

In the realm of travel, few experiences can be as spiritually enriching and culturally significant as embarking on a journey with a focus on keeping kosher, observing Shabbat, and embracing a religious-Jewish way of life. Kesher Kosher Tours is a premier Kosher Tours Agency dedicated to curating travel experiences that cater to the unique needs and desires of Jewish travelers seeking to combine their love of exploration with their commitment to maintaining their faith traditions.

[image: Jewish Senior Travel]

Kosher meals

Kesher Kosher Tours recognizes that one of the paramount concerns for Jewish travelers is keeping kosher while away from home. Our agency is committed to ensuring that every meal, from breakfast to dinner, adheres to the strictest standards of kashrut. We collaborate with trusted kosher caterers and restaurants at each destination to provide our travelers with an authentic kosher dining experience.

Only strictly kosher food is provided to our travelers on all our tours. On some of our tours we are able to provide glatt meals. Kashrut is of utmost importance to us, and we take extraordinary measures to ensure that everything served is kosher.

Shabbat Celebrations

Celebrating Shabbat while traveling is a memorable experience. We sanctify Shabbat together, pray, light candles, and recite Kiddush for Shabbat dinner.

Observing Shabbat Worldwide

Shabbat is the cornerstone of Jewish life and for many Jewish travelers, observing Shabbat while exploring the world is of paramount importance. We take great pride in facilitating Shabbat observance for our travelers by offering suitable itineraries.

Expert Guidance

Our tour leaders and guides are people of faith themselves and are available to provide guidance and assistance throughout the tour.

[image: Jewish Senior Travel]

Kesher Kosher Tours offers Jewish senior travelers a unique and spiritually enriching way to explore the world while maintaining a kosher, observing Shabbat, and embracing a religious-Jewish way of life. Our agency is dedicated to creating immersive and culturally rich travel experiences that allow travelers to connect with their heritage and build lasting memories. With our meticulous attention to detail and commitment to providing a seamless travel experience, we invite Jewish travelers to embark on an unforgettable journey with memories that will last for a lifetime.
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            Exploring the Timeless Charms of Greece: A Journey Through History, Culture, and Beauty

Nestled in the southeastern corner of Europe, Greece is a captivating land of myth and legend, where ancient history blends seamlessly with modern vibrancy. From its picturesque islands to its iconic ruins, Greece offers a diverse tapestry of experiences that enthrall travelers seeking relaxation and exploration. With a history dating back thousands of years, this Mediterranean gem invites you to enter a world where every stone has a story.

[image: Kosher tour to Greece]

A Glimpse into Ancient Grandeur

Greece’s historical significance is undeniable, being the birthplace of Western civilization. The remnants of ancient Greece continue to awe and inspire visitors. Athens, the capital city, is home to the iconic Acropolis, a citadel atop a rocky hill that houses the Parthenon, a temple dedicated to the goddess Athena. The sight of these ancient ruins against the backdrop of a modern city is a testament to the enduring legacy of Greek culture.

Island Escapes

While Athens offers a captivating blend of history and modernity, Greece’s islands promise idyllic getaways. Santorini, renowned for its whitewashed buildings with blue domes, is a postcard-perfect destination that attracts honeymooners and travelers searching for unparalleled sunsets. Conversely, Mykonos boasts a vibrant nightlife and stunning beaches, making it a favorite among the younger crowd.

[image: Kosher tour to Greece]

For a more tranquil escape, Crete beckons with its rich mythology and diverse landscapes. Here, you can explore the ancient Palace of Knossos, said to be the labyrinth of King Minos, or hike through the breathtaking Samaria Gorge.

Hiking and Nature

Beyond its historical and cultural riches, Greece boasts remarkable natural beauty. The country’s diverse landscapes encompass mountains, gorges, forests, and coastal regions. The Vikos Gorge in the Pindus Mountains is one of the deepest gorges in the world and offers hiking enthusiasts an opportunity to explore untouched wilderness. The towering peaks of Mount Olympus, fabled as the home of the gods, call out to avid climbers and trekkers.

Hospitality and Warmth

Greek hospitality is legendary. Locals take pride in welcoming visitors with open arms and a genuine smile. It’s common to find yourself engaged in heartfelt conversations with strangers eager to share their stories and recommendations. This warmth extends to family-run tavernas and cozy guesthouses, where you can experience the true essence of Greek life.

Preservation of Traditions

Despite its modernity, Greece remains deeply connected to its traditions. The nation’s cultural heritage is omnipresent, from ancient dance forms like the Sirtaki to the mellifluous sounds of bouzouki music. Exploring quaint villages allows you to witness traditional crafts like pottery, weaving, and olive oil production, offering a glimpse into practices passed down through generations.

Sailing and Coastal Beauty

The allure of Greece’s coastline is undeniable. Sailing enthusiasts are drawn to the azure waters of the Mediterranean, where they can hop from island to island, discovering hidden coves and secluded beaches. The rugged coastline of the Peloponnese offers a different kind of charm, with quaint fishing villages and ancient ruins juxtaposed against the deep blue sea.

A Rich Tapestry of Jewish History and Heritage in Greece

Greece’s historical narrative is incomplete without the significant presence of its Jewish community, which has left an indelible mark on the country’s culture, history, and heritage. Jewish communities have flourished across Greece for centuries, contributing to its diverse tapestry and forging deep connections with the land.

The Sephardic Jews, expelled from Spain during the Spanish Inquisition, found a new home in various Greek cities, including Thessaloniki, Ioannina, and Corfu. The Jewish presence in Thessaloniki, often called the “Jerusalem of the Balkans,” was particularly influential. The city’s Ladino-speaking Jewish population thrived, engaging in trade, scholarship, and cultural exchange.

This rich history can be traced to these communities’ architecture, cuisine, and language. Synagogues like the Monastir Synagogue in Thessaloniki and the historic Etz Hayyim Synagogue in Chania, Crete, stand as testaments to the endurance of Jewish heritage in Greece.

However, the story also bears the weight of tragedy. During World War II, Greece, like many parts of Europe, faced the horrors of the Holocaust. The Nazi occupation led to the deportation and annihilation of a significant portion of the Jewish population. Today, memorials and museums, such as the Jewish Museum of Thessaloniki, stand as solemn reminders of this dark chapter, ensuring that the memory of those who suffered is never forgotten.
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For Jewish travelers, Greece offers a unique opportunity to reconnect with their heritage. Exploring the remnants of Jewish life in cities like Thessaloniki, wandering through the Jewish quarters, and visiting synagogues can be a deeply meaningful experience.

Organizations and initiatives work tirelessly to preserve and promote Greece’s Jewish heritage. Cultural events, lectures, and heritage tours offer avenues for learning and connection. Sephardic music festivals, like the one held in Ioannina, celebrate the cultural contributions of the Jewish community.

Greece’s commitment to honoring its Jewish history is commendable. Establishing Holocaust memorials and educational programs underscores the importance of understanding the past to shape a more inclusive and tolerant future.

As Greece continues to embrace its diverse history, Jewish heritage stands as a poignant reminder of the resilience and interconnectedness of humanity. For Jewish travelers and those interested in history, Greece’s Jewish heritage invites exploration, reflection, and a deeper understanding of the intricate threads weaving this land’s captivating narrative.

Here are some of the cities we will explore on Kesher Kosher Tour itinerary

Athens: A Glimpse into Ancient Splendor

At the heart of Greece’s historical tapestry lies Athens, a city that resonates with the echoes of its illustrious past. Known as the cradle of Western civilization, Athens is a captivating blend of ancient grandeur and modern dynamism. The iconic Acropolis, an ancient citadel crowned with the iconic Parthenon, is a testament to the city’s rich history.

With Kesher Kosher Tours, we will get to Syntagma Square, the seat of parliament, the Monument of the Unknown Soldier, the Royal Palace, bustling Omnia Square, and the Olympic Marble Stadium, where the first Olympics occurred.
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We will visit Athens’ most famous site. We will tour the upper city, including the Acropolis, the Parthenon, and the remains of temples, theaters, and a museum. We will also see the ancient agora.

We will visit the Jewish Museum to learn about the ancient history of the Jewish community in Athens. We will visit two synagogues, the ancient Romanian synagogue “Tree of Life” and the new Sephardic synagogue, “Beit Shalom,” and we will see the Holocaust memorial and be treated to a panoramic view of the city from Lycabettus Hill.

We will also go to a folklore show.

Delphi: Where Mystique Meets Mythology

A short journey from Athens leads you to Delphi, a place steeped in myth and mystery. Nestled on the slopes of Mount Parnassus, Delphi was revered in ancient times as the center of the world, an oracle that provided insights into the future. The ruins of the Temple of Apollo stand as a reminder of this spiritual significance.

Exploring the archaeological site, you’ll encounter the famous Delphi Theater, where ancient Greeks gathered for performances. The amphitheater’s design perfectly harmonizes with the surrounding landscape, offering historical insight and breathtaking views of the valley below.
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Beyond its historical allure, Delphi’s natural beauty captivates. The landscape’s verdant hills and olive groves create a serene backdrop contrasting the site’s ancient stone structures. Delphi invites contemplation, immersing visitors in the confluence of history, spirituality, and stunning vistas.

Ioannina: A Tapestry of History and Tranquility

Nestled in the northwestern part of Greece, Ioannina is a city that weaves history, culture, and natural beauty together. The city is centered around the tranquil waters of Lake Pamvotida, creating an enchanting setting that reflects Ioannina’s serene ambiance.

Steeped in Ottoman and Greek influences, Ioannina’s Old Town is a labyrinth of cobblestone streets, historic buildings, and vibrant bazaars. The imposing Ioannina Castle, built by the Ottoman ruler Ali Pasha, is a testament to the city’s rich past. The castle’s fascinating history is matched only by its panoramic views of the lake and surrounding landscapes.
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With Kosher Kesher Tours, we will tour Ioannina, the capital of the Epirus region. The city has a rich local and Jewish history; we will get to know both.

The Romaniote Jewish community flourished in Ioannina. We will visit the synagogue and tell the story of this community.

We will also visit the Byzantine-Turkish quarter and tell the story of The Ruler Ali Pasha.

Meteora: A Majestic Symphony of Monasteries and Nature

In the heart of Thessaly, Meteora rises like a vision from another world. This UNESCO World Heritage Site is renowned for its towering rock formations that seem to defy gravity, crowned by centuries-old monasteries that cling to the cliffs. Meteora translates to “suspended in the air,” a fitting name for a place that merges the spiritual and the natural in a breathtaking display.

The monasteries of Meteora were initially established by monks seeking isolation and spiritual retreats. Today, they stand as testaments to human ingenuity and devotion. Perched hundreds of feet above the ground, these monastic complexes offer a glimpse into a way of life that harmonizes with the rugged landscape.
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Aside from their cultural significance, the rock formations of Meteora captivate with their sheer scale and beauty. Hiking trails weave through the hills, providing awe-inspiring and humbling vistas.

Meteora is more than a destination; it’s an encounter with the sublime. Whether exploring the monasteries’ interior or gazing out at the expansive panoramas, you’ll immerse yourself in a symphony of history, spirituality, and nature that resonates with every step you take.

Thessaloniki: Where History and Modernity Dance

Perched on the shores of the Thermaic Gulf, Thessaloniki is a city that effortlessly bridges the gap between past and present. As Greece’s second-largest city, it exudes an energy that’s both cosmopolitan and steeped in history.

The White Tower, an iconic landmark, is a testament to Thessaloniki’s varied past. Once a defensive fortress and now a museum, it offers panoramic views of the city and the sea, encapsulating the layers of history that have shaped Thessaloniki.

The city’s Roman heritage is palpable at the Rotunda and the Arch of Galerius. These ancient structures stand alongside bustling markets, lively squares, and vibrant street art, creating a harmonious blend of antiquity and modern culture.
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With Kosher Kesher Tours, we will tour the city where a large Jewish community flourished for hundreds of years, and in the evening, we will go out to a local taverna.

We will visit the Jewish Museum and learn about the Jewish community, its history, culture, and the Ladino language. We will visit the Jewish cemetery, see houses where Jews once lived, and the memorial in memory of the 50,000 Jews of Thessaloniki who perished in the Holocaust.

On our Kosher tour to Greece, we will also visit Arachova, Fresgoria, Canyon and Yokos, Monodandari, Matsubo, Mount Olympus, the village of Prionia, Heppelion, Portria, Pelion Peninsula, Valos, Mount Pelion, Portaria, and the Corinth Canal.

Read the full itinerary of Kesher kosher tour to Greece – click here>

A Journey Through Time

In Greece, every step you take is a journey through time. Whether you’re strolling through the bustling streets of Athens or basking in the tranquility of a remote island, the echoes of the past are never far away. The beauty of Greece lies not only in its landscapes but in its ability to evoke a sense of wonder and connection to the roots of Western civilization. So, come prepared to be enchanted, inspired, and moved by the timeless charms of Greece – a destination that promises a genuinely transformative travel experience.
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            Exploring the Enchanting Wonders of Morocco:

A Journey Through History, Culture, and Natural Beauty

Nestled in the crossroads of Africa and Europe, Morocco is a captivating and diverse destination that has enthralled travelers for centuries. With its rich history, vibrant culture, bustling markets, and stunning landscapes, this North African gem offers a truly immersive experience for tourists seeking an adventure like no other.
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A Tapestry of Culture and Heritage

Morocco’s culture is a vibrant tapestry woven from many influences, including Berber, Arab, African, and European. The cities and towns showcase this diversity through architecture, art, music, and cuisine. Marrakech, often called the “Red City,” boasts the iconic Djemaa el-Fna square, where storytellers, snake charmers, and vibrant food stalls create an enchanting atmosphere. The imperial city of Fez is a UNESCO World Heritage site and a hub for traditional craftsmanship, with its labyrinthine streets leading to ancient tanneries, madrasas, and mosques.
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Timeless Medinas and Bazaars

The heart of Moroccan cities lies within their medinas, or old towns, where narrow alleys wind through bustling markets. These medinas are treasure troves of traditional goods, from intricate carpets and handcrafted ceramics to spices that awaken the senses. The medina of Chefchaouen, draped in shades of blue, offers a unique and photogenic experience, while the medina of Essaouira combines coastal beauty with vibrant arts and crafts.
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Enchanting Natural Landscapes

Beyond the bustling cities, Morocco’s natural landscapes beckon outdoor enthusiasts. The Sahara Desert, a breathtaking expanse of golden sand dunes, offers the opportunity to experience camel treks. The Atlas Mountains provide a dramatic backdrop for walks and hikes, with options for visiting remote Berber villages and witnessing stunning vistas.
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A Glimpse into History

Morocco’s history is etched into its architecture and landmarks. The Roman ruins of Volubilis stand as a testament to the country’s ancient past, while the 12th-century Kasbah Ait Ben Haddou is a UNESCO-listed mud-brick fortress that has served as a backdrop for many films. The royal cities of Rabat and Meknes offer a glimpse into the nation’s imperial history, with impressive palaces, gardens, and fortifications.

Tradition and Modernity

Cities like Casablanca exemplify Morocco’s blend of tradition and modernity. This bustling metropolis boasts modern architecture, including the impressive Hassan II Mosque, while retaining its old medina’s charm. Similarly, the city of Rabat balances its historical sites with contemporary art galleries and cultural spaces.

Jewish Heritage in Morocco: A Rich Tapestry of History and Culture

Morocco’s Jewish heritage is a remarkable thread woven into the fabric of the country’s diverse cultural tapestry. For centuries, Jewish communities have thrived alongside their Muslim and Christian neighbors, contributing to the nation’s history, traditions, and collective identity.

The history of Jewish communities in Morocco dates back over 2,000 years. At its peak, Morocco was home to one of the largest Jewish populations in the Arab world. Jewish communities settled in various cities, including Marrakech, Fes, Casablanca, and Essaouira, where they engaged in trade, crafts, and other vital aspects of Moroccan society.

A spirit of coexistence between Jewish and Muslim communities characterizes Moroccan history. Throughout the centuries, Jews and Muslims shared languages, traditions, and cultural practices, fostering an environment of mutual respect and tolerance.

Morocco has synagogues, cemeteries, and historical sites that testify to the enduring Jewish presence. Beautifully adorned synagogues in cities like Fes and Marrakech continue to evoke the memories of thriving Jewish communities.
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Moroccan Jews have made significant contributions to various fields. Moroccan-Jewish musicians, writers, and artists have left an indelible mark on both Jewish and Moroccan cultural landscapes.

The Mimouna celebrated at the end of Passover is a cherished tradition in Moroccan Jewish communities. It is a joyful occasion marked by gatherings, feasting, and open houses, where Jewish and non-Jewish neighbors come together to celebrate unity and friendship.

Efforts to preserve Moroccan Jewish heritage are ongoing. Organizations and initiatives are dedicated to restoring synagogues, documenting stories, and fostering intercultural understanding between Morocco’s Jewish and Muslim communities.

For Jewish people worldwide, Morocco holds a deep sense of ancestral connection. Many Jewish travelers embark on heritage journeys to explore their roots and engage with the places where their families once lived. Visiting synagogues, cemeteries, and historic neighborhoods provides a profound connection to a shared past.

Here are some of the cities we will explore on Kesher Kosher Tour itinerary

Read more about Kosher tour to Morocco – click here>

Fes: A Timeless Journey Through Morocco’s Cultural Epicenter

Fes, often referred to as the cultural heart of Morocco, is a city that transports you back in time with its labyrinthine medina and rich historical legacy. This UNESCO World Heritage city, with its two main areas – Fes el-Bali (Old Fes) and Fes el-Jdid (New Fes) – offers an unparalleled glimpse into Morocco’s past and present.

Step into the medina of Fes el-Bali, and you’ll feel like you’ve entered a medieval world frozen in time. The narrow, winding streets are flanked by centuries-old buildings adorned with intricate tilework and woodcarvings. The scent of spices mingles with the sound of artisans plying their trade, creating an intoxicating and immersive atmosphere.

Fes boasts a wealth of historical sites. The University of Al Quaraouiyine, founded in 859 AD, is recognized by UNESCO as the world’s oldest degree-granting university. The Bou Inania Madrasa, an architectural masterpiece, showcases stunning tilework and calligraphy. The Dar Batha Museum is a treasure trove of Moroccan art and craftsmanship.

Fes is a hub for traditional Moroccan craftsmanship. Visiting Fes is an opportunity to witness centuries-old techniques still being used to produce some of the world’s most beautiful handicrafts.
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In contrast to the ancient medina, Fes el-Jdid is a quieter, more spacious area. You can explore the Royal Palace and the mellah (Jewish quarter) here. The Royal Palace’s ornate doors and walls are a testament to Moroccan craftsmanship, although the palace itself is not open to the public. Nearby, the Mellah features a synagogue and offers insights into Morocco’s Jewish heritage.

Fes is a city where the past melds with the present, offering an enchanting journey through Morocco’s cultural heritage. Its ancient medina, historical treasures, culinary delights, and artisanal traditions make it a must-visit destination for travelers seeking a deep and immersive experience in this captivating North African country.

With Kesher Kosher Tours, we will visit the square of the Royal Palace, the Jewish quarter, the Jewish cemetery, and the Abu Danan Synagogue in the Melah. We will see the Dynastic Tombs and the city as a whole from Fez’s green roofs and walls. We will see the tannery quarter and visit a ceramics factory.

Marrakech: A Vibrant Oasis of Culture and Color

Marrakech, often dubbed the “Red City” for its distinctive terracotta buildings, is a sensory wonderland that captivates visitors with its bustling energy, vibrant markets, and historic charm. Located at the foothills of the Atlas Mountains, Marrakech is a dynamic fusion of tradition and modernity, offering an array of experiences that enchant the soul.

The majestic medina, a UNESCO World Heritage site, bursting with life and color, is at the heart of Marrakech. The iconic Djemaa el-Fna square comes alive with a cacophony of sounds, from the calls of street performers to the sizzle of food stalls. The square transforms into a mesmerizing open-air spectacle as the sun sets, where storytellers, musicians, and dancers take center stage.

Marrakech boasts architectural wonders that reflect its historical significance. The Koutoubia Mosque’s minaret dominates the city’s skyline, while the intricate Saadian Tombs provide a glimpse into the city’s past. The Bahia Palace showcases opulent Moroccan craftsmanship, featuring beautiful gardens and ornate rooms.

A tranquil oasis amidst the vibrant city, the Majorelle Garden is a masterpiece of artistry and nature. Designed by French painter Jacques Majorelle, the garden is a symphony of cobalt blue structures, exotic plants, and serene fountains. It also houses the Islamic Art Museum, showcasing a diverse collection of North African art.
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Beyond its historical charm, Marrakech embraces modernity. Gueliz, the new town, features contemporary galleries, boutiques, and cafes. The Yves Saint Laurent Museum pays homage to the fashion icon’s connection with the city, showcasing his work alongside Moroccan art.

Marrakech is a vibrant tapestry where ancient traditions coexist harmoniously with modern innovations. Its medina’s lively ambiance, architectural marvels, verdant gardens, and culinary diversity make it a destination that stimulates the senses and leaves an indelible mark on the hearts of all who visit.

With Kesher Kosher Tours, we will visit the Almanara Gardens and the city center with its lively markets with Kesher Kosher Tour. We will pass through the Melah, stop by the Koutoubia Mosque, and visit a Berber pharmacy and the Bahia Palace. We will see an ancient synagogue over 500 years old and tour the “medina.”

Casablanca: Where Modernity Meets Moroccan Spirit

Casablanca, Morocco’s largest and most cosmopolitan city, exudes an air of modernity while retaining the essence of Moroccan tradition. Its coastal location and economic significance make it a hub of diversity, innovation, and cultural encounters.

The Hassan II Mosque, an architectural masterpiece, dominates Casablanca’s skyline. Its intricately carved details and the world’s tallest minaret offer a glimpse into Morocco’s artistic prowess. The Royal Palace and administrative buildings blend modern and Moorish architecture.
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Casablanca is Morocco’s economic powerhouse, with a bustling business district and a thriving port. The city’s modern infrastructure and cosmopolitan vibe make it a melting pot of cultures and a magnet for international business and trade.

The Ain Diab Corniche, a lively coastal promenade, offers stunning views of the Atlantic Ocean. The city’s beaches attract locals and tourists alike, providing a refreshing escape from urban life.

Casablanca’s modernity is reflected in its diverse cultural scene. The city boasts contemporary art galleries, theaters, and music venues that showcase Morocco’s evolving artistic landscape.

Amid the city’s modernity, the old medina retains its charm. The Central Market (Marché Central) and the New Medina (Medina Art Center) blend traditional markets with modern amenities.

Casablanca is a city that embodies the harmony between tradition and modernity. Its impressive architecture, economic significance, diverse culture, and convenient location make it a fascinating destination that offers a glimpse into Morocco’s ever-evolving identity.

We will take a panoramic tour of the city with Kesher Kosher Tour. We will see the Great Mosque, built half on land and half on water. We will visit the new and old cities, colorful bazaars, and the ocean promenade.

On our Kosher tour to Morocco, we will also visit Meknes, Ifran, Midelt, Erfoud, Merzouga Dunes, Todra Gorge, Ouarzazate, Aït Benhaddou, Ourika Valley, Essaouira, Safi, Azemmour, and Rabat.

Morocco is a destination that ignites the senses and captures the heart. Its rich cultural tapestry, historic landmarks, bustling medinas, and breathtaking landscapes create an unforgettable tourist experience. Whether wandering through the labyrinthine streets of Fez, riding a camel into the Sahara Desert, or savoring the flavors of Moroccan cuisine, visitors are bound to be enchanted by the diversity and magic of this North African gem.
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            Exploring the Timeless Charms of Italy: A Journey through History and Culture

Italy, a land steeped in history, culture, and natural beauty, is a dream destination that beckons travelers with its irresistible allure. From the romantic canals of Venice to the ancient ruins of Rome, the rolling vineyards of Tuscany to the sun-soaked Amalfi Coast, Italy offers a kaleidoscope of experiences that cater to every traveler’s desires. Whether you’re a history enthusiast, an art lover, or someone searching for stunning landscapes, Italy promises an unforgettable journey through its myriad treasures.
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A Tapestry of History and Architecture

Italy’s historical significance is woven into the fabric of its cities and towns, where each cobblestone street and centuries-old building whispers tales of the past. In Rome, the Eternal City, you can stand in awe before the Colosseum, an iconic symbol of ancient Roman engineering and entertainment. The Vatican City, with its awe-inspiring St. Peter’s Basilica and the mesmerizing Sistine Chapel, offers a spiritual and artistic experience like no other.
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Venturing to Florence, the birthplace of the Renaissance, transports you to a world of art and intellect. The Uffizi Gallery houses a treasure trove of Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, and Botticelli masterpieces. At the same time, the Florence Cathedral, or Duomo, showcases stunning architecture and breathtaking panoramic views from its dome.

Enchanting Cities

Italy’s cities are a blend of old-world charm and vibrant modernity. Venice, renowned for its intricate network of canals, beckons with its romantic gondola rides and the stunning St. Mark’s Square. The medieval streets of Siena come alive during the Palio, a thrilling horse race that embodies the city’s spirited history and rivalry. Meanwhile, Milan, a global fashion and design capital, offers cutting-edge shopping and architectural marvels like the breathtaking Duomo di Milano.
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Idyllic Landscapes

Italy’s landscapes are as diverse as its history. The rolling hills of Tuscany, adorned with vineyards and cypress trees, offer a tranquil escape. The Amalfi Coast boasts dramatic cliffs that plunge into the azure Mediterranean, with colorful villages like Positano clinging to the hillsides. The serene beauty of Lake Como and Lake Garda captures the essence of relaxation, while the rugged terrain of the Cinque Terre provides a haven for hikers and nature enthusiasts.

A Rich Tapestry of Jewish Heritage in Italy: Tracing the Footsteps of Centuries

Italy’s historical narrative is woven with threads of diverse cultures, and its Jewish heritage is integral to this intricate tapestry. The history of Italian Jewry spans centuries, showcasing a unique fusion of religion, culture, and resilience that has left an indelible mark on the country.

Jewish presence in Italy dates back to ancient times, with records of Jews residing in Roman cities such as Pompeii. The Jewish Ghetto in Venice, established in the 16th century, is one of the most well-known historical sites, bearing witness to the segregation imposed upon the Jewish community. The ghetto’s synagogues, adorned with intricate decorations, testify to Italian Jewry’s enduring faith and creativity.

Throughout the Middle Ages, Italian Jews contributed significantly to fields like philosophy, medicine, and literature. Prominent Jewish figures like physician Maimonides and philosopher Leone Ebreo left an intellectual legacy that continues to inspire.

Italian Jewry’s relationship with art is a remarkable facet of its heritage. Jewish artists, such as Amedeo Modigliani, have made substantial contributions to the world of fine arts. Their works reflect the cultural interplay that characterizes Italy’s history.

The Holocaust profoundly impacted Italy’s Jewish population during World War II. The deportation of Jews from Rome and other regions is a tragic chapter in the nation’s history. However, stories of righteous Italians who risked their lives to protect Jewish citizens shine a light on the spirit of solidarity and humanity.

Today, Italian Jewry’s heritage is a living testament to its endurance. Synagogues in cities like Florence, Livorno, and Rome continue to be centers of worship and cultural preservation. Hanukkah and Passover are celebrated nationwide, offering glimpses into the traditions passed down through generations.

Exploring Italy’s Jewish heritage is an enriching experience. Visitors can delve into a history that’s both specific to the Jewish community and intricately interwoven with Italy’s broader historical narrative. By tracing the footsteps of Italian Jewry, one gains insight into the multifaceted identity that makes Italy a truly remarkable destination.

Here are some of the cities we will explore on Kesher Kosher Tour itinerary

Rome: Discovering the Heart of Italy 

At the heart of Italy’s historical tapestry lies Rome, which effortlessly weaves together the threads of ancient grandeur and modern vibrancy. Steeped in history that spans millennia, Rome is a living museum where every stone and structure holds a story waiting to be uncovered.

The Colosseum, an architectural marvel, is a testament to Rome’s imperial past, where gladiators once clashed in fierce battles. The Roman Forum, a sprawling archaeological site, offers a glimpse into the center of ancient Roman life, where politics, commerce, and culture converged.

Vatican City, the world’s smallest independent state, presents a spiritual journey. St. Peter’s Basilica’s dome punctuates the city’s skyline, while the Vatican Museums house an awe-inspiring collection, culminating in Michelangelo’s masterpiece, the Sistine Chapel ceiling.

Beyond the iconic sites, Rome’s essence lies in its daily life. Italians taking their evening Passeggiata (stroll), the aroma of freshly baked pizza wafting from trattorias, and the chatter in bustling markets – all create an atmosphere that envelops you in the Roman way of life.

Rome beckons with a sense of timelessness that connects the past with the present. Every corner turned, every fountain admired, adds to the narrative of your Roman adventure – a journey through a city where history lives and breathes, and each moment becomes a cherished memory.
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Kesher Kosher tour includes the Roman Forum, the Colosseum, Circus Maximus, and the Pantheon. We will see Piazza Venezia dominated by the “wedding cake.” After that, we will walk to the historical Ghetto of Rome to visit the imposing Great Synagogue and the Jewish Museum.

We will also enjoy a free day in Rome. You may enjoy further browsing the sites, window-shopping on the fashionable shops along Via Condotti, or taking a scenic full-day trip to the famous Island of Capri known as the “Pearl of the Mediterranean” and, if time permits, stop in Pompeii.

Florence: Where Renaissance Dreams Come to Life

Nestled in the heart of Tuscany, Florence stands as a living tribute to the Renaissance – a period of flourishing arts, culture, and intellect. This enchanting city, cradled by the Arno River, is a treasure trove of artistic masterpieces, architectural wonders, and a palpable sense of creativity.

The Florence Cathedral, with its majestic dome designed by Brunelleschi, dominates the skyline. Climbing the dome rewards you with panoramic city vistas, a visual reminder of Florence’s historical significance.

As the sun sets, the city takes on a new character. Bridges glow with soft lights, and the sound of buskers’ music fills the air. Join locals for a Passeggiata along the Arno’s embankment, absorbing the romantic ambiance that Florence effortlessly exudes.

In Florence, the past feels present. The Accademia Gallery’s “David,” sculpted by Michelangelo, embodies the spirit of the Renaissance, standing tall as a symbol of human achievement. This city, where the likes of Dante, Machiavelli, and Galileo once roamed, invites you to walk in the footsteps of visionaries and immerse yourself in the wonder of a time that shaped the course of history.
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With Kesher Kosher Tours, you will receive an in-depth briefing from our tour guide upon arriving in Florence. We will walk through the Piazzale Michelangelo for a splendid city view. In the historic center of the city, we see some of the world’s greatest treasures: sculpture-studded Piazza della Signoria with its Palazzo Vecchio, and Loggia dei Lanzi, Ponte Vecchio, the famous bronze doors of the Baptistery – Gates of Paradise as Michelangelo called them, Giotto’s belfry, the birthplace of Dante Alighieri. Special reservations have been made for you to visit Galleria dell’Accademia, home of Michelangelo’s David, and the Uffizi Gallery. Our visit will not be complete without seeing Florence’s magnificent Synagogue, a Synagogue “worthy of Florence,” one of the most beautiful in Europe. It was dedicated in 1882.

Sirmione: The Jewel of Lake Garda’s Shores

Nestled like a gem on the shores of Lake Garda, Sirmione is a picturesque town that captures the essence of tranquility and history. When you set foot within its ancient walls, you’re transported to a world where Roman ruins, crystal-clear waters, and a charming atmosphere merge harmoniously.

The Scaliger Castle, a 13th-century fortress, stands proudly at the entrance of Sirmione. It’s drawbridge and crenellated walls offer a glimpse into the medieval past, while the panoramic views from its towers present a captivating vista of the town and the lake.

The town’s centerpiece is undoubtedly the Grottoes of Catullus, the Roman villa’s ruins reflecting the luxury of a bygone era. Amidst olive groves and cypresses, the archaeological site is a testament to Sirmione’s historical significance.
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Italy’s Lake District: Nature’s Serenity Amidst Alpine Splendor

Nestled in the embrace of the towering Alps, Italy’s Lake District is a breathtaking region that beckons with its pristine lakes, lush landscapes, and a sense of tranquility that soothes the soul. Comprising iconic lakes such as Como, Maggiore, and Garda, this region offers a symphony of natural beauty that captures the heart of every traveler.

[image: Kosher Tour to Italy]

With Kesher Kosher Tours, we will drive through Lombardy’s charming and colorful small villages and reach Lago Maggiore. Traveling along the shores, we’ll have views of elegant 19th-century villas, small ports, and exquisite gardens surrounded by majestic mountains. We will stop in Stresa for a short, relaxing cruise to Isola Bella (The Beautiful Island) for an exclusive visit to the monumental Baroque Borromean Palace and its impressive gardens.

On our Kosher tour to Italy, we will also visit Tivoli, Siena, Pisa, Venice, Verona, and Milan.

For the full itinerary, click here>

Italy is a multifaceted gem that beckons travelers with its unparalleled blend of history, culture, cuisine, and landscapes. Whether strolling through ancient ruins, indulging in mouthwatering pasta, or gazing upon breathtaking vistas, every moment in Italy is a feast for the senses. So, pack your bags and embark on a journey that promises to enrich your soul and leave you with lasting memories of la dolce vita—the sweet life.
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            Costa Rica: A Tropical Paradise

Welcome to Costa Rica, a captivating tropical paradise nestled in Central America! Renowned for its stunning natural beauty, diverse ecosystems, and warm, welcoming culture, Costa Rica is a dream destination for travelers seeking an unforgettable adventure. This verdant land boasts lush rainforests, pristine beaches, majestic volcanoes, and abundant wildlife. So, pack your bags, unleash your inner explorer, and prepare for an unforgettable journey as we unveil the wonders of Costa Rica.
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Geography, Climate and Wildlife

Located between the Pacific Ocean and the Caribbean Sea, Costa Rica is a small but geographically rich country. Its diverse topography encompasses towering mountains, dense rainforests, rolling plains, and palm-fringed beaches. With two main seasons, the “dry season” from December to April and the “green season” from May to November, the climate varies throughout the country.

The Pacific coast enjoys dry and sunny days during the dry season, making it an ideal time for beach lovers and water sports enthusiasts. Conversely, the green season brings refreshing rain showers, transforming the landscapes into a vibrant tapestry of green. Conversely, the Caribbean coast tends to be more humid throughout the year, with occasional rain showers.

Costa Rica is a biodiversity hotspot, boasting an incredible flora and fauna. Over 500,000 species thrive in its diverse ecosystems, making up nearly 6% of the world’s biodiversity. The nation’s vast network of national parks, wildlife reserves, and protected areas covers over 25% of the country’s landmass. The thriving biodiversity in Costa Rica will leave you in awe of the wonders of nature.
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Volcanoes and Hot Springs

The “Land of Volcanoes” is home to majestic peaks forming part of the Pacific Ring of Fire. Arenal Volcano, once one of the most active volcanoes in the world, is a must-visit destination. The breathtaking sight of glowing lava flows as you soak in the nearby natural hot springs provides a truly surreal experience. Another volcanic wonder is Poas Volcano, famous for its striking turquoise sulfuric crater lake.
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Culture

Costa Rica’s culture is deeply rooted in its Spanish heritage, with a fusion of indigenous influences. Warm and friendly locals, known as “Ticos” and “Ticas,” are always eager to share their traditions and rich history with visitors. Discover traditional oxcart painting, an art form recognized by UNESCO as part of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.

Costa Rica is a land of endless natural wonders, a captivating destination that profoundly impacts all who visit. Whether you’re a nature enthusiast, an adventure seeker, or simply seeking a tranquil escape, this tropical paradise has something to offer everyone.

With Kesher Kosher Tours, we offer you the opportunity to embark on an extraordinary journey and create memories that will last a lifetime in this remarkable corner of the world.

Here are some of the highlights on our tour itinerary

For the full itinerary of Kesher Kosher Tour to Costa Rica, click here>

Sarchi: The Artistic Heart of Costa Rica

A visit to Sarchi is a journey into the heart of Costa Rican culture, offering a chance to witness the creativity and passion that infuse every piece of artwork. Sarchi is a charming town in the picturesque Central Valley of Costa Rica, renowned for its vibrant artisanal heritage. As you venture through this quaint village, you’ll be captivated by the colorful oxcarts lining the streets, each meticulously hand-painted with intricate designs reflecting the country’s cultural identity. These iconic oxcarts are not just for display; they hold historical significance as they were once used to transport coffee beans across the nation’s rugged terrain.

Sarchi is home to skilled artisans who have honed their craft for generations, passing down their woodworking, painting, and carving expertise. In addition to oxcarts, you’ll find an array of handcrafted souvenirs, ranging from intricately painted wooden bowls and figurines to exquisite leather goods and pottery.

Arenal: The Majestic Volcano and Natural Wonder

In the northern part of Costa Rica lies the magnificent Arenal Volcano, an awe-inspiring natural wonder that once stood as one of the world’s most active volcanoes. Arenal is located in the northern part of the Alajuela province, close to the Nicaraguan border. Towering over the landscape, its near-perfect cone shape captivates travelers from afar, and its history of sporadic eruptions adds an element of excitement and wonder to the surrounding region.

Arenal Volcano National Park allows visitors to explore the beauty of this geological marvel. We will hike through the humid tropical forest while passing many bridges, from 5 to 100 meters long and up to 60 meters high. We will witness spectacular scenery of birds, reptiles, mammals, and insects.
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While the volcano itself is a highlight, the area around Arenal offers much more. The therapeutic waters of the nearby hot springs, fed by the volcano’s geothermal activity, provide a perfect way to unwind and relax. We will soak in warm, mineral-rich waters amid a tropical paradise for a few hours – an ideal way to unwind and relax.

Arenal promises an unforgettable experience, where you’ll be left with memories of a volcanic wonder that continues to shape the natural beauty and allure of Costa Rica.

San Jose: The Vibrant Capital of Costa Rica

Nestled in the heart of the Central Valley, San Jose, the capital city of Costa Rica, beckons visitors with its lively ambiance and rich cultural heritage. This bustling metropolis is the country’s political, economic, and cultural hub, offering a perfect blend of modernity and tradition.

We will stroll through the historic downtown, where you’ll encounter charming colonial architecture, vibrant street art, and bustling markets. The National Theater, an architectural gem, is a testament to the city’s appreciation for arts and culture. We will delve into the past at the Gold Museum, housing an impressive collection of pre-Columbian artifacts crafted from precious metals.

Despite its urban charm, San Jose serves as a gateway to the surrounding natural wonders of Costa Rica. We will visit the Poas Volcano and La Paz Waterfall.

Poas Volcano and La Paz Waterfall: Nature’s Dazzling Duo

In the heart of Costa Rica’s Central Valley, the enchanting Poas Volcano stands as a testament to the country’s volcanic wonders. The active volcano boasts one of the world’s largest crater lakes, a stunning turquoise pool surrounded by a rugged landscape.

Just a short distance from Poas Volcano lies another natural gem, the La Paz Waterfall Gardens. This eco-park offers a holistic experience of Costa Rica’s diverse ecosystems. We will walk along well-maintained trails that lead to a series of breathtaking waterfalls cascading down verdant hillsides. We will feel the harmony between the roaring water and the serene surroundings.

For nature enthusiasts and photographers alike, the combination of Poas Volcano and La Paz Waterfall Gardens promises an unforgettable day of immersion in the wonders of Costa Rica’s natural beauty. Witnessing the raw power of a volcanic crater and the tranquil elegance of cascading waterfalls in one place showcases the country’s rich diversity. It reaffirms its status as a true paradise for explorers.

Manuel Antonio: A Tropical Haven of Biodiversity and Beaches

Nestled on Costa Rica’s central Pacific coast, Manuel Antonio is a tropical paradise that perfectly encapsulates the country’s natural wonders. Renowned for its breathtaking landscapes, diverse wildlife, and pristine beaches, this small yet captivating destination offers an idyllic retreat for nature enthusiasts and beach lovers alike.

The crown jewel of Manuel Antonio is the Manuel Antonio National Park, a compact but incredibly biodiverse sanctuary. This tropical haven covers just over 4,900 acres but offers an astounding array of ecosystems, including lush rainforests, pristine beaches, and mangrove swamps. The park’s biodiversity is unparalleled, hosting various mammals, birds, reptiles, and marine species. Among its most famous inhabitants are three-toed sloths, white-faced capuchin monkeys, and adorable squirrel monkeys.
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With Kesher Kosher Tours, we will follow a professional guide through wander along well-marked trails that wind through lush rainforests, home to an astounding variety of wildlife. Spot playful white-faced capuchin monkeys swinging through the trees, mesmerizing two-toed and three-toed sloths lazing on branches, and a vibrant array of tropical birds, including toucans and scarlet macaws.

We will have the Catamaran Island adventure begin at Quepos Harbor. We will cruise through the aquamarine waters toward the spectacular and scenic until we are in open water and on the lookout for spotted dolphins, migrating humpback whales, sea turtles, and manta rays. After touring the coastline, we will anchor in a protected cove within the pristine Biesanz Bay for snorkeling.

Manuel Antonio National Park’s commitment to conservation and sustainable tourism has earned it a place among the most beloved natural attractions in Costa Rica. It provides a remarkable opportunity to witness the splendor of the country’s biodiversity and immerse oneself in the enchanting beauty of the tropics. And as the sun sets over the horizon, casting a golden glow over the landscape, Manuel Antonio reveals its true magic.
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            Spain: A Kaleidoscope of Fascinating Culture, History, Beautiful Landscapes, and Jewish Heritage

Spain is a captivating land that enchants travelers with its rich history, vibrant culture, and breathtaking landscapes. Nestled on the Iberian Peninsula in southwestern Europe, Spain is a diverse country that embraces its traditions and history while embracing the modern world. With its sunny beaches, majestic mountains, bustling cities, and a plethora of UNESCO World Heritage sites, Spain offers an extraordinary experience to tourists from around the globe.
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Barcelona: A City of Art, Architecture, and Enchantment

Nestled along the northeastern coast of Spain, Barcelona stands as a vibrant and captivating city that entices travelers with its artistic flair, architectural marvels, and lively atmosphere. As the capital of Catalonia, Barcelona is an enchanting fusion of modernity and tradition, offering a diverse range of experiences for visitors to indulge in. From iconic landmarks to lively markets and beautiful beaches, Barcelona is a city that embraces its unique identity and leaves an indelible mark on all who visit.

[image: Kosher Tour to Spain]

Gaudi’s Masterpieces

No visit to Barcelona is complete without exploring the architectural wonders crafted by the city’s most celebrated architect, Antoni Gaudi. The crown jewel of Gaudi’s work is the Sagrada Familia, a magnificent basilica that has been under construction since 1882. The intricate facades and soaring spires showcase a harmonious blend of Gothic and Art Nouveau styles, making it a masterpiece that continues to evolve.

Another iconic Gaudi creation is Park Güell, a whimsical public park filled with vibrant mosaics, playful sculptures, and stunning panoramic city views.
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Las Ramblas and the Gothic Quarter

Las Ramblas, a lively boulevard stretching from Plaça de Catalunya to the Christopher Columbus Monument, is the beating heart of Barcelona’s social life. Lined with cafes, shops, and street performers, it’s the perfect place for a stroll. Along Las Ramblas, you’ll find the iconic La Boqueria Market, a food lover’s paradise offering local delicacies.

Adjacent to Las Ramblas lies the enchanting Gothic Quarter, a maze of narrow streets and ancient buildings dating back to the medieval period. Discover hidden squares, charming cafes, and historical landmarks like the Barcelona Cathedral and Place Reial.

Barcelona’s charm lies in its ability to captivate the hearts of travelers from all walks of life. Whether you’re an art enthusiast marveling at Gaudi’s masterpieces, a history buff exploring the Gothic Quarter, or a beach lover soaking in the Mediterranean sun, Barcelona has something special. Its unique blend of art, architecture, and enchantment creates a magnetic allure that will undoubtedly leave you enchanted.

Spain’s Historic Treasures

Spain’s history is a tapestry woven with the threads of diverse cultures and civilizations. From ancient Roman ruins to medieval castles and Moorish palaces, the country’s historic treasures are a testament to its rich and complex past. Let’s delve deeper into some of Spain’s most remarkable historical landmarks, journey through time, and explore the remnants of ancient civilizations and the enduring legacies of the past.

Madrid: The Royal Capital

As the capital city and the nation’s heart, Madrid offers a glimpse into Spain’s royal heritage. The Royal Palace, or Palacio Real, stands proudly as one of the largest palaces in Europe. The palace boasts lavish decorations, exquisite artwork, and beautifully landscaped gardens.

Adjacent to the palace, Plaza de Oriente features statues of Spanish monarchs and serves as a magnificent gateway to the city’s historical center.

In the streets of Madrid’s old town, you’ll find the bustling Plaza Mayor, a vibrant square that has witnessed countless historical events and celebrations throughout the centuries.
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Toledo: City of Three Cultures

Toledo, the southern ancient city, is often called the “City of Three Cultures” due to its unique blend of Christian, Muslim, and Jewish influences. From high on a hill, as you will overlook the Tagus River, Toledo boasts a stunning medieval skyline.

The most iconic landmark in Toledo is undoubtedly the Alcázar of Toledo, a fortress that has served as a Roman palace, a medieval castle, and even a military academy. From its fortified walls, one can savor panoramic views of the city.

Toledo’s religious diversity is evident in its religious structures: The Toledo Cathedral, an architectural masterpiece combining various styles from Gothic to Renaissance; the Transito Synagogue, a testimony to the city’s Jewish heritage; and the Cristo de la Luz Mosque, a small mosque turned Christian chapel.

Andalusia: Moorish Splendor

In Andalusia, the southern region of Spain, you’ll encounter abundant Moorish architectural wonders, reflecting the legacy of the Islamic civilization that once ruled this land.

The Alhambra in Granada is a jewel of Moorish architecture and a UNESCO World Heritage site. This breathtaking palace and fortress complex is a harmonious blend of intricately designed courtyards, tranquil gardens, and lavishly decorated chambers, each revealing the aesthetics and cultural fusion of the Nasrid dynasty.

In Cordoba, you will find the Great Mosque, known as the Mezquita, which was initially constructed as a mosque during the Islamic period and was later converted into a Catholic cathedral after the Reconquista. The mosque’s iconic horseshoe arches and forest of columns are worth seeing.

Further south, Seville’s Giralda Tower stands tall as a former minaret of a mosque, later transformed into a bell tower for the city’s cathedral. On the top, panoramic views of Seville’s stunning landmarks are discovered.
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Spain’s historical treasures are scattered throughout the country, each narrating a unique chapter of its fascinating past. From Madrid’s regal elegance to Toledo’s multicultural tapestry and the mesmerizing Moorish splendor of Andalusia, these landmarks represent the soul of Spain’s heritage.

Spain’s history is rich in stories of conquerors, kings, and pilgrims, and many of its palaces, cathedrals, and fortresses have stood the test of time. All of it is an attestation of Spain’s unique identity.

Jewish History in Spain and Spanish Jewry’s Heritage

The history of Spanish Jewry is a tale of both triumph and tragedy, weaving a remarkable tapestry of cultural and intellectual achievements alongside the dark shadows of persecution and exile. The Jewish community thrived in Spain for centuries, contributing significantly to the nation’s arts, science, and philosophy. The rich heritage of Spanish Jews had a significant impact on Spain’s culture, and Sephardic Jews faced challenges throughout history.

The Flourishing Golden Age

“Sephardic Jews” refers to the Jewish community that once lived in the Iberian Peninsula, particularly in Spain. The name “Sepharad” is derived from a biblical reference to the land of Spain. During the medieval period, from the 8th to the 15th century, Spain was home to a thriving Jewish community that experienced a “Golden Age” marked by cultural, intellectual, and economic prosperity.

Under Islamic rule during the Moorish period, Jews in Spain enjoyed relative tolerance and flourished in various fields, including medicine, philosophy, poetry, and science. Prominent Jewish scholars such as Moses Maimonides and Judah Halevi made significant contributions to Jewish philosophy and literature that last to this day.

The Edict of Expulsion (the Alhambra Decree): A Dark Chapter

The Golden Age came to a tragic end in 1492 with the infamous Edict of Expulsion. Issued by Catholic Monarchs Queen Isabella of Castile and King Ferdinand II of Aragon, the decree ordered the expulsion of all Jews from Spain. The decree offered Jews the stark choice of either converting to Christianity or leaving the country.

This event marked the end of an era and resulted in the mass exodus of Sephardic Jews from Spain. Many chose exile and scattered across the Mediterranean, North Africa, the Middle East, and other parts of Europe, taking their traditions, language, and heritage with them.
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Sephardic Legacy and Cultural Influence

Despite the tragedy of their expulsion, Sephardic Jews carried their unique culture and traditions to the countries they settled in, preserving their heritage through language, music, cuisine, and religious practices. The Ladino language, a Judeo-Spanish dialect, became the lingua franca of the Sephardic diaspora, blending elements of medieval Spanish with Hebrew, Arabic, and other languages.

Sephardic music, with its distinct melodies and poetic lyrics, reflects the rich history of the community. Songs inspired by Sephardic themes continue to be cherished and performed in various communities worldwide.

Sephardic Connection with Spain Today

In recent years, Spain has tried to recognize and reconnect with its Sephardic heritage. In 2015, Spain passed a law offering Spanish citizenship to Sephardic Jews who could prove their ancestry and demonstrate a special connection to the country. This gesture aimed to acknowledge the historical injustice and provide an opportunity for descendants to reclaim their Spanish identity if they desired.

Moreover, there has been a resurgence of interest in Sephardic culture and traditions among both Jews and non-Jewish Spaniards. Festivals, concerts, and cultural events celebrate the Sephardic legacy, promoting a deeper understanding of this vital aspect of Spain’s history.

Jewish history in Spain is a poignant and multifaceted journey through time. From the brilliance of the Golden Age to the tragedy of the Edict of Expulsion, the Sephardic Jews’ heritage is a testament to the enduring spirit of a community that has overcome adversity and preserved its cultural identity despite the challenges faced.

Today, Spain embraces its Sephardic legacy, seeking to mend the historical wounds and strengthen the ties that bind it. The unique contributions of the Sephardic Jews to Spanish culture and history continue to be a source of inspiration and a reminder of the richness and diversity that has shaped this fascinating nation.

Spain is a captivating destination with its rich history, stunning landscapes, and vibrant culture. Whether you seek the grandeur of historical landmarks, the serenity of beaches, the excitement of festivals, or the delight of Spanish cuisine, Spain has something to offer everyone. Join us on a tour of Spain and create memories that will last a lifetime.

Iberian Fiesta: Organized Kosher Tour to Spain

On Kesher Kosher tour to Spain, we will visit Barcelona and Girona, Northern Cataluña, Seville, Granada and Cordoba, Toledo and Madrid, Segovia and Avila. A unique feature of the program is a two-night delightful stay in Gibraltar. And still, the tour also offers time to relax and shop. With Kesher Kosher Tours, we will take an exciting grand tour of Spain in which history comes alive.

For the full itinerary of Kesher Kosher Tour to Spain, click here>
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